
Technical Bulletin: Plan Review Tool 
Residential New Construction Program 
 
 
Homes submitted into the RNC Program need accurate plan take-offs to ensure that eventual savings 
calculations are valid. In an effort to make plan take-offs easier and more consistent, ICF created a plan 
review tool with excel. The tool aggregates dimensions and windows found on house plans into 
conditioned floor areas, conditioned volumes, shell areas, and window areas. The tool uses four types of 
sheets within the spreadsheet, and this technical bulletin covers how to use the tool.   
 

Floor Sheets 
 
The tool allows up to four floors and a basement, with a sheet for each floor. These sheets accept wall 
dimensions resulting in the display of a graphical representation of the floor. Each floor has two tables 
used to determine the area and volumes associated with the floor. A breakdown of these tables is as 
follows: 

1. Main table: This table reflects the calculated floor. It is located on the bottom left of each sheet. 
Input dimensions from the plans into the “Unit Change” column in a clockwise or counter-
clockwise fashion and select the direction of the dimension. For example, only select “Left” or 
“Right” for horizontal dimensions. There is also an option to label the dimensions in the “Wall 
Type” column to breakdown the shell into detailed outputs. If done correctly, a chart found at 
the top of the sheet displays the layout of the floor. An example of the table inputs and the 
chart from the tool is below. 

 

Example of Main table entries 
Example of the graphical representation of 

the floor plan 

Unit Change Direction Wall Type 

15 Right Main Wall 

5 Up Main Wall 

15 Right Main Wall 

5 Down Main Wall 

10 Right Main Wall 

15 Down Main Wall 

20 Left Garage Wall 

17 Down Garage Wall 

5 Left Main Wall 

3 Down Main Wall 

15 Left Main Wall 

35 Up Main Wall 
 

 
 

2. Secondary Table: This table is to the right of the main table on each sheet. It reflects the 
location of rim joist of the floor. The data entry is the same as the main table and is graphically 
represented in the in chart with the layout of the floor.  
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Windows Sheet 
 
To complete window take offs, select the window sheet and locate the table labelled “Window 
Calculations”. To use this table, input the window count and dimensions in the column labelled 
“Window count and dimensions” as one number. For example, type “12860” for one 2’8” x 6’0” window. 
The second table labelled “Window Summary”, summarizes the windows calculated in the Window 
Calculations table. 
 

Example of the Window Calculations table Example of the window summary table 

 

 
 
 

Summary Sheet 
 

The summary sheet contains all of the volumes 
and square footages of the building as well as a 
breakdown of the house characteristics such as 
bedroom counts, house orientation, foundation 
type, and number of stories. An example of the 
results from this tool is to the right. 
 

Summary of results from the tool 

Total SFSA (SF) 4790 

Total Area (SF) 1660 

Total Volume (CF) 13680 

Total Window Area (SF) 238 

Number of Stories 2 

Number of Bedrooms 3 

Foundation Type Slab 

Front Orientation North 
 

 
 
The plan review tool is here. There are notes on cells that provide more detailed instructions. The tool is 
customizable to better fit your company’s processes. For any questions or comments about the tool, 
email Chase Edge at chase.edge@icf.com. 

http://www.duke-energyrncinfo.com/s/FINAL-Plan-take-off-tool-lwb3.xlsx
http://www.duke-energyrncinfo.com/s/FINAL-Plan-take-off-tool-lwb3.xlsx

